FRANKFURT PLEIADES STAR MAP 2
In investigating the Martian connection of the Pleiadian pattern of Frankfurt, one cannot avoid to address the origins at least in the propagation of this motif in the modern era and in all the financial powerhouses of today’s World Financial Oder. This is in part the Pleiades conspiracy as this
modern version of the ‘Pleiadian Conspiracy’ started here in Frankfurt with the Rothschild dynasty by Amschel Moses Bauer, 1743. This critique is not meant to placate all those of the said family or those that work in such financial structures or businesses and specifically not those in
Frankfurt. However the argument is that those behind the family apparatus are of a cabal that is connected to the allegiance of not the true GOD of the Universe, YHVH but to the false usurper Lucifer. It is Lucifer they worship and venerate as the ‘god of this world’ and is the God of
Mammon according to Jesus’ assessment. According to research and especially based on The 13 Bloodlines of the Illuminati by Springmeier, the current financial domination of the world began in Frankfurt with Mayer Amschel. They were of Jewish extract but adhere more toward the
Kabbalistic, Zohar, and ancient Babylonian secret mystery religion initiated by Nimrod after the Flood of Noah.
The star Taygete corresponds to the Literaturahaus building. T
he star Celaena corresponds to the Burgenamt Zentrales building.
The star Merope corresponds to the area of the Timmitus und
Hyperakusis Center. The star Alcyone corresponds to the Oper
Frankfurt or the Opera House. The star Atlas corresponds to the
Bearing-Point Consulting building and next to it is a circular
building corresponding to the star Pleione.
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These are one in the same that were handed down and taught to wizards and
witches by the Fallen Angels according to the book of Enoch. The Rothschild
took their name from the German for the ‘Red Shield’ that was supposed placed
outside the entrance to their first banking house. Some assert that it was a black
Roman eagle but as this was the Jewish part of Frankfurt, the eagle to the Jews
would be considered unclean and unapproachable to enter such a house.
Most likely the red shield would have been a black hexagram upon a red
shield signifying a multilevel endendre of meanings.
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The Bearing-Point building is
triangular in shape and it amazingly
also corresponds to the triangular
pyramid fortress design within the
Pleiades Pyramid complex on Mars.
This shows that the designers of
this Frankfurt alignment knew and
know the exact dimensions of such
structures on Mars and to what
degree and headings they are even
set to.
Such knowledge could not have
come by normal observations from
Earth but through the teachings,
contact and alliance with interdimensional beings that this study
suggests are the Fallen Angles of
the Luciferian kind.

